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Climate Solutions
by Chefs
As the next generation urges action for a planet free from Climate Change,
Chefs look for solutions to address this catastrophe

Editor’s Note
Food enthusiasts and fellow Chefs,
Welcome to the eleventh issue of Cuisine Digest magazine for Chefs!
The challenge of climate change, the food security conundrum, the
problem of indiscriminate food wastage – have become the talking
points of our discussion towards leaving a sustainable legacy through
responsible cooking.
We continue our thrust on looking at ways in which Chefs can garner
their efforts towards becoming, and making their guests too, more
responsible to leave a legacy of “good, clean and fair food” – which is
flavoursome, tasty, healthy and of great quality.
This is in sync with the Indian Federation of Culinary Associations (IFCA) hosting its 8th International
Chefs Conference adopting the theme of ‘Eat Right. Power a Healthy Planet’ – a step towards sharing
the idea that each Chef can act with respect towards our culture and heritage. Life on earth is inevitably
changed by the actions of people, including actions that lead to change and loss of biodiversity.
Maintaining life on earth in a healthy state means sustainably using biodiversity, conserving it and
sharing its benefits in ways that enable survival, evolution and change. Well-managed and healthy life on
earth is essential to support people, individuals, communities and the ecosystem.
Talking about international food, we try to understand Thai cuisine from the point of view of a Thai lady
who has made India her home. With a legacy of Kashmiri Pandit cuisine in his family, Chef Rahul Wali
shares the food from paradise on earth. Diwan Gautam Anand gives a historical context to the famous
Indian rice preparation – the Biryani.
The knowledge of Ayurveda can add substance to the food that you put on your menu, reveals Rishi
Agarwal. In our ingredient section, the onion is the teller of its own tale in ridden with pungent flavours.
And as winters approach, it is time to ring in the festive season with mithais – how Indian sweet
delicacies are popularly known. Chef Vikas Chawla makes a case for the reigning sweets in the south
Asian terrain.
Get to know about the global culinary events in Chef Buzz, and mark the important days for Chefs on
your calendar. For more, do visit our website for more: www.CuisineDigest.co
Culinary Regards,
Chef Sudhir Sibal
Editor
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Mission Possible?

Climate
Action
by Chefs

Stirring with protests, the world is witnessing a wave
of activism against climate change where young
people are out on the streets demanding a healthy
planet legacy from adults. Chef Sabyasachi Gorai
makes a case for Chefs to jump right in with all the
actionable points in our domain – food

C
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hange is coming whether you like it or not,’
teen Swedish environment activist Greta
Thunberg gave a bold message to the world
leaders ahead of the UN Youth Climate Summit in
New York. Multitudes of children skipped school
and took to the streets, with adults in tow, to
mark a global strike against climate change on
September 20, 2019. Greta created history by
bringing around 4 million people from across the
globe to the streets of their cities to fight for one
cause – the crisis of climate change. Citizens of
various nations across continents responded to her
appeal for adults to act.
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“You have no business wasting
even a morsel of food in a country
(like India) where millions go
without it,” we were trained by
our parents since childhood

While teenaged Greta is being credited with
raising global awareness of the risks posed by
climate change and holding politicians to account
for their lack of action on the climate crisis, where
are we as adults, parents, professionals and food
creators in this discourse on change?
Undoubtedly everyone, including Chefs, can and
must act. But, how? As a starting point, Chefs like other citizens - can take proactive measures
to follow and promote energy conservation
guidelines, adhering to the principles of recyclereuse-refuse, and various other ideas for cutting
your carbon footprint which are being widely
circulated through social media and news.

• Protection of biodiversity & improved animal
welfare
• Investment in livelihoods
• Value natural resources & reduce waste
• Celebration of local & seasonal food
• A focus on plant-based ingredients
• Education on food safety & healthy diets
• Nutritious food that is accessible & affordable
for all

How Food Relates with Climate Change
Food consumption is impacting the climate in
many ways, claims a United Nations report:
the destruction of rainforests to create land
for agriculture, along with growing demand
for meat, are major contributors to increasing
greenhouse gases. And one-third of the food
that is produced in the world each year –
approximately 1.3 billion tonnes at an economic
cost of $940 billion to farmers, companies, and
consumers – is lost or wasted, according to the
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Beyond this, yet equally important, is a place to
begin – the Chef’s kitchen. In order to contribute
in a substantial way towards mitigating the
impact of climate change, Chefs can focus on
their domain of expertise – food.

UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO):
“Agriculture contributes to about one-fifth of
global emissions, largely through food waste and
meat consumption. Wasted food is responsible
for roughly 8 per cent of global emissions – if
food waste were a country, it would have the third
largest emissions in the world.”
There is more. Unhealthy diets have overtaken
smoking as the world’s number one cause
of death and disability! On the one hand we
battle with undernutrition, food waste and soil
degradation, and on the other, 1.9 billion people,
which is more than a quarter of the world’s
population, are overweight!
This year, on #WorldFoodDay (October 16), FAO
plans to focus on making healthy and sustainable
diets affordable and accessible to everyone – an
objective that echoes with the UN’s SDG2 Chef
Manifesto of #ZeroHunger by 2030. The impact of
food in driving climate change being huge, surely
the solutions could not exclude it. It doesn’t come
as a surprise that a UN report says food is key
to curbing climate change, and its ActNow – a
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global call to individual action on climate change, it
attempts to raise awareness, ambition, and action
for climate change and accelerate implementation
of the Paris Agreement.
Chefs: Why and How?
“Chefs understand that food can be more than
just fuel. It connects us across cultures and
continents, inspires conversations and brings
people together,” says Paul Newnham, Coordinator, SDG2 Advocacy Hub. Reason enough
to get our act together and make our efforts to
help fight climate change through the route we
know best – feeding the planet.
As the bridge between ‘farm and fork,’ we can
facilitate changes in the food system. Some
actionable points for Chefs have been shared
via the Chef’s Manifesto - a document written
by chefs, for chefs, synthesizing the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into eight
thematic areas that chefs are most interested in
tackling, viz.:
• Ingredients grown with respect for the earth and
its oceans

The Manifesto provides Chefs with guidance
on how everyday actions put in place in their
kitchens, classrooms and communities can help
progress the SDG2 goal of achieving #zerohunger,
creating food security and promoting sustainable
agriculture by 2030. A powerful idea finding many
takers – such as the Sustainable Gastronomy Day
(June 18) – an initiative by the UN where Chefs
led in engaging people in the global effort to tackle
climate change through healthy and sustainable
food choices.
So, how doable are some of these actionable
points for Chefs?
Nutritious Food that is Accessible &
Affordable for All
For a Chef, this should be the primary action
point for achieving sustainable food. Being a
community food champion can come easily to
us Chefs, supporting initiatives that provide
access to nutritious meals to the underprivileged
in our communities, especially children. A few
of us have been doing this of our own accord
at the Delhi-Gurgaon Food Bank, while Chef
Manjit Gill works with the NGO - Feeding India,
and Chef Abhijit Saha helps Akshaya Patra.
Channelling excess food from the restaurants to
the homeless, cooking for the needy on certain
holidays, and giving it back to our communities,
there is no reason why other Chefs can’t get
active in ’food for all.’
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We can use our knowledge and share what a
nutritious meal looks like and how to cook well on a
budget, share stories, best practices and learnings
on how to help ensure good food is accessible and
affordable for all – with our community of Chefs,
such as the Young Chefs Association of India, or
educating students and teachers about Sustainable
Food as Chefs are doing at TERI-SAS University’s
Climate Jamboree events for the Youth.
Reduce FOOD Waste
Zero Wastage is the motto drilled into our
psyche since childhood! “You have no business
wasting even a morsel of food in a country where
millions go without it,” our parents urged us to
be appreciative of what we had on our plates.
Reducing food waste has everything to do with
respecting food, respecting the labours of the
farmers, respecting our natural resources.
Educate your children, your diners, the next gen
of Chefs, your peers and whoever needs to know
of the value of food.
As a Chef, I find these valuable tips from the
Manifesto easily applicable in our restaurant and
hotel kitchens:
• Separate, monitor and set targets;
• Manage food safety processes, use-by dates;
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One-third of the food that is
produced in the world each
year – approx. 1.3 bn tonnes at a
cost of $940 bn to producers and
consumers – is lost or wasted

• Plan food orders and menus to minimise waste;
• Offer smaller portion sizes;
• Use the whole ingredient and encourage nose to
tail, root to leaf eating.
• Be creative: pickle, preserve, dehydrate, freeze.
• Be resource efficient. Manage water usage to
cut costs and protect the environment.
• Divert waste from landfill. Investigate turning
food waste into compost or bio-gas.
• Work with producers and suppliers to avoid
excess packaging. Use recycled, recyclable and
biodegradable packaging.
Slow Food: TALKING Local & Seasonal
I was greatly influenced by the ‘good, clean, fair
food for all’ philosophy of Slow Food – a global,
grassroots organization, founded in 1989 to
prevent the disappearance of local food cultures
and traditions.
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The wellness benefits of recipes that draw on
ingredients of the season, procured from the local
farmers, are being widely recognized as part of
the slow food movement. This cooking sensibility
is also at the heart of Indian regional cuisines.
Abundant in wellness and rooted in sustainability,
the rich heritage of Indian food, which is a
philosophy and a science, has found its relevance
across various topographical regions of India.
Some tips from the Chef’s Manifesto: Buy locally
produced foods in season. Avoid air-freighted
foods. Showcase local producers and traditional
techniques on your menus and restaurants.
Be the connection between producers and
consumers. Help show people where their
food comes from by championing farmers and
connecting them to diners.
Food Safety & Healthy Diets
Learning should be a never-ending process for
any Chef. Knowledge of the art and science of
food must be supplemented by awareness of
the current food safety laws, and healthy eating
guidelines – formulated by the government. It
is being actively taken up by India’s proactive
regulatory body – the Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India or FSSAI – with its Eat Right

campaign, and reforms in the food safety
regulations along with enforcements. A lot more
is left wanted on the street food front pan-India,
and must be taken up for reducing food safety
hazards created by low hygiene and unsafe
practices in street eateries.
How about the Chef’s kitchen? The Chef can
showcase best practices on food safety, allergens
and nutrition in one’s kitchen and through the
menus. Taking up nutritious cooking classes
in a school, community centre or care home,
Chefs can spread the word locally, and educate
their diners about the importance of eating a
diverse plate. We can use annual events like
International Chefs Day (October 20), World
Food Day (October 16) and local holidays to get
creative and engage people in nutritious cooking.
With the ability to influence chef curriculum, we
can advocate and insist on updating it to include
training on how to incorporate good nutrition and
sustainability into meals.
Shifting Focus: Plant-Based
Chefs can promote the use of plant-based
ingredients, exert their influence by championing
plant-based proteins on their menus and in their
restaurants. Make vegetables, beans and pulses
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MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE !
Charity begins at home; start
at your own workplace: pay
fair wages, promote equal
opportunities and provide
training within your restaurants
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that is fairly priced to enable a viable livelihood
for farmers and suppliers. The local farmers’
markets are now becoming commonplace in
Indian metros. Charity begins at home; start at
your own workplace: pay fair wages, promote
equal opportunities and provide training within
your restaurants.

the centre of your dishes. Use less, and better,
meat. Be creative in describing veg based dishes.
As mentors and with a potential to influence
the next generation of Chefs, we must also
advocate for chef training to be updated to
include promotion of plant-based dishes. We are
actively pursuing the same with our Young Chefs
Association of India members.
Investment in livelihoods
Get to know the producer of your food – the
farmer, and your ingredients. A step towards
investing in livelihoods is to choose ingredients
with as few intermediaries as possible between
you and the farmer. Further, select produce
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Protection of Biodiversity
While sourcing fish, prefer line caught or
organised pool of fishing as opposed to net
fishing which can lead to the loss of those other
species of fish that not popularly consumed. In
other words, support sustainable fishing that
ensures there will be populations of ocean and
freshwater wildlife in the future. Apart from
choosing fish and seafood that is abundant
and sourced sustainably, Chefs must explore
using a wide range of plants, grains and proteins
to avoid monoculture. This would help spur a
demand for the grains being “lost” to the popular
commercially grown ones, and help maintain the
rich diversity of the world’s natural larder.
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these powerful words of Greta Thunberg that
apply to Chefs as all other individuals inhabiting
this planet: “There are no gray areas when it
comes to survival. Now we all have a choice.
We can create transformational action that
will safeguard the future living conditions for
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as usual and fail. That is up to you and me.” ●
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Approaching
Menus from

Ayurveda
In our new knowledge series, Rishi Agarwal shares
how the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda could bring
wellness benefits to diners if Chefs attempt to
understand and use it. Here, he discusses how it
can become part of Chefs’ menus

A

yurveda is an ancient Indian life science
that has – for centuries – emphasized
the role of food in health and disease.
It covers every aspect of food and
nutrition, right from the basic principles to
therapeutic diets. Almost every kitchen of India
has been inherently following the Ayurvedic
principles of food and nutrition passed down to
them. But in the recent times, with the infusion of
packaged and readymade food products, there is
a disruption in these principles, which has led to
adverse effects on health.
Do food personnel have the knowledge and
understanding of the science behind food and its
ingredients while they embark upon designing
and formulating menus, selecting recipes and
offering these to diners? Exploring Ayurveda
along with my studies at IIT, I realised that
Ayurveda has a solution for health issues through
food if the right question is searched for. It gave
birth to ‘Ayurveda Informatics,’ a novel software
environment to find the ingredients with the
particular combination of attributes the user is
interested in.

Chefs could benefit by getting better acquainted
with the attributes of ingredients as per Ayurveda:
• Rasa or taste: Rasa is the special sense
perceived through the Rasna or Rasanendriya
– the tongue or taste buds. Rasa or taste is the
direct action of plants, herbs etc. on the nerve
endings in the mucous membrane of the mouth.
For example: Madhura or sweet, amla or sour,
and so on.
• Guna or attributes: All the substances such as
plants or herbs etc. have some attributes that
cause various effects in the body. For example:
Laghu or light, Snigdha or oily, etc.
• Virya or potency: Virya signifies energy or
potency of plants or herbs etc. Virya is defined
as the driving force behind the
therapeutic activity of the plants
or herbs etc and is a
parameter to study the
therapeutic
efficacy of it.
For example:
Sita or cold,
Usna or hot.

Ayurveda Informatics is a novel
software environment which can
help find the ingredients with
the particular combination of
attributes the user is interested in
• Vipaka or the post-digestive effect: The taste
essence produced after the digestion of a
substance with the help of Jatharagni, the
digestive fire is called vipaka. It determines the
specific action of herbs on the Doshas: amla
(sour), katu (pungent), madhura (sweet).
• Karma or physiological actions: Substances
affect the body in various ways, which is known
as karma or action. These actions or effects are
of various types.
“Food is life”, according to a Sanskrit saying
“anna ve prana.” As the fundamental source of
energy, it provides necessary components for the
maintenance and sustenance of our body. Taken
in various forms which are lickable, chewable,
eatable and drinkable, food can be
backed by the knowledge of life
science to strengthen health. One
can gauge its biological implications
after analyzing the
compatibility or
incompatibility
of ingredients.
Every dish can be
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improved by positive feelings such as intuition,
love and passion.
In the fast-paced world we inhabit, a trend of
living away from home has evolved leading to
greater dependency on the food provided on
streets, restaurants and cafés. The prevailing
lifestyle cannot change but what can change is
the food that is provided to us. If dishes like ‘Kanji
Vada,’ ‘Papdi Chat’ can be made to lend the same
taste as provided by the street vendor, but in
addition to the same, also ensure nutrition and
health for the consumer, I believe the problem
can be solved.
Let me demonstrate with a few examples from
the menu of Ayusla Café:
The green chutney that we serve with dhokla,
sandwiches and in other chaats at Ayusla Café is
basically formulated to add the functionality – to
enhance the haemoglobin for the consumers.
How would we be able to achieve that?
To enhance haemoglobin, first of all, we
need the source for haem or iron, for
which we use spinach. To enhance the
bioavailability of iron, we add amla, as
it contains a high amount of ascorbic
acid. Along with these two prominent
components that add functionality
to the recipe, there are
other ingredients as

well which we add to make it a complete palatable
chutney following Ayurveda and our traditional
way of preparing it.
Similarly, following a shloka from an Ayurvedic
text Sharangdhara Samhita, we have formulated
another recipe - Kanji Vada, which is served
as small moong ki daal ke vade in beetrootgajar ki kanji, infused with an Ayurvedic
herbal formulation containing Amlaki, Pippali,
Chitrakmula, Haritaki, and Saindhav Namak
served with a splash of fresh green chutney. This
would nurture your health and please your taste
buds, with the following health benefits:
• It is a Ruchikara-Pachan dravya, that is, it
enhances appetite and aids in proper digestion.
• It is used in the treatment of anorexia,
indigestion associated with fever.
• It nourishes the liver, and improves the
eyesight.
• It is good for anemia, and boosts immunity.
• It has pharmacological functions: Anti-allergic,
anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial and anticancer activity.
• It is a source of ß-Carotene (Vitamin A),
anti-oxidants.●
Rishi Agarwal
Founder-Ayusla Café; developer of Ayurveda
Informatics, an entrepreneur using Ayurveda
in F&B, and a Molecular Cuisine Innovator
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vantage point

Chef Thomas Gugler makes a case for the global community of
Chefs to espouse the cause of sustainable food production

D

ear Chefs, colleagues and friends, and readers of Cuisine Digest,
as always, it is a great pleasure to write down my thoughts
regarding how Chefs can champion sustainable and healthy
eating. It is actually quite easy to accomplish – all it requires us to do as
Chefs is simply open our eyes and take a hard look at all the products of
our daily consumption.

Thomas A Gugler
Renowned Master Chef and
President, WorldChefs

We must acquaint ourselves with those food items which are in
danger, and see how all the food growing processes and animal rearing
methodology are implemented. Further, one must look at the farmer
or producer’s problems, and the side-effects for the industry resulting
from the preparation processes? Many of our global Chefs are not fully
aware of the issues being faced with regard to sustainability due to the
silence of their local authorities about these. They must enforce rules for
the hospitality industry associated groups as well as inform the ordinary
consumers, especially in the world’s less-fortunate regions.
Healthy eating is one of the key elements of our daily diet, which if
implemented well, avoids health problems and the related visits to
doctors. Good and healthy food is like medicine and acts as a preventive
measure. Having travelled all over the world, and having visited 188
countries till date, I have seen that lots of the naturally-living cultures
face less problems in health with regard to food. In many parts of the
world, meat is expensive, so in many of these areas it is substituted with
fruits, vegetables and crops.
Due to the fact that big animals need a longer time to grow and use
our human food resources for feeding, we need to re-think in terms
of going into the life-stock growing of smaller animals. The best
practice is to reduce the weekly meat and fish consumption
and this would definitely make one healthier. We are also
supporting Mother Nature to recover faster and to be more
carefully treated.
Industrial farming has its side-effects and we as Chefs can
simply go for more locally-farmed products directly from
natural biological producers which are taking utmost care
about their individually-grown goods from their home
gardens of fields.
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If you see, for instance, in Europe,
good-quality milk has been thrown
into the drains because it is not
fetching the right prices for the milk
farmers, who prefer to let it go waste
rather than selling it at a lower price than
the production cost. This is so shameful
when millions are going hungry. How can we call
ourselves the most intelligent race on the planet?
Correct cooking techniques and the right
selection of products is key to a better and
healthier future. As WorldChefs, our global
awareness campaign is the kick-off point in
creating a more secure food future on the earth.
Drawing from my past experiences of tasting food
for over 40 years to date, many changes have
been detected and flavours and appearances
have been drastically modified by the industry.
Manipulations in food industry segments made
us partially forget the tastes and smells as well
flavours of the past, which our parents and
grandparents experienced.
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Champion Healthy
Eating For the Planet

Studying the changes in industrialized counties,
one finds out that when children, for example,
are made to taste beans when blindfolded –
fresh, frozen or canned beans, they are found to
enjoy the most the canned ones! This cooking practice-wise is the least
quality driven product. This comes due to the fact that mostly both the
parents now-a-days are working to make enough income for their family,
and this reduces time and scope for consuming home-cooked food. As
convenience products take over, these new consumption patterns are
changing cultures, traditions and taste senses.
We, as professional Chefs must support our guests, families and
especially children when we are cooking in our premises with products,
which are fresh, naturally grown and free from any side effects. Here, I
would like to mention a new trend - Vegan - which helps the entire global
society to cut down on the use of animal products, which is catching on
in the food industry. It is well understood that not all the people are in
favour of this direction. It is simply an individual choice and a part of a
philosophy which is environment-friendly.
I urge Chefs and professionals to make the necessary efforts and bring a
change in your day-to-day work. Let us ensure that we are doing the best
for Mother Earth and the world population by increasing our awareness
and selective choice in our cooking creations while respecting
sustainability and healthy eating directions. ●

In Europe, goodquality milk has
been thrown into
the drainage by
milk farmers who
are not getting
sufficient prices
for the milk. They
prefer to waste
it rather than
selling it at a
price less than
the production
cost
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The Authentic
Taste of

T

welve years ago, I, a simple Thai lady from
Kalasin in northeast Thailand, a place hardly
seen by any Indian tourists, decided to
make this country my home. That afternoon, I
started to check my Indian kitchen for the very
first time and it was a revelation. Other than
corn flour, soya sauce and tomato ketchup,
all the powdered spices and oils were
new to me as was the Indian style of
cooking which requires a lot of frying
of ingredients and a complex spice
mix creating the taste of curry. It was
much later in my culinary journey here
that I began to find love for these.

Thai

A Thai lady moves to India, and
comes face-to-face with a version
of her homeland’s cuisine that she
finds hard to digest. Sirattiya Bora
pens the Thai food story

The next few days, my husband and I kept
hunting for Thai foods at restaurants in Delhi.
It was the pre-Swiggy-Zomato-blogging era

and menus of restaurants were not available in
cyberspace. We came across only a few dishes
in a handful of Chinese restaurants which were
nothing less of abomination. It is just a recent
phenomenon that Thai recipes and spices have
started to appear in the local restaurants and
grocery shops.
With millions of Indians travelling to Thailand
every year, names like Somtum, Tom Yum,
Khao Soi, Green and Red Curries have entered
the common man’s culinary linguistics. But
even today I feel that Thai food is largely
misunderstood in India and hence I felt like
writing this piece.
In Thailand, the main ingredient of a curry is a
half-cooked paste prepared with shallot, garlic,
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international cuisine

lemongrass, galangal, coriander seed, shrimp
paste, etc. and not with dried spices. The paste
further gets a base with coconut milk and no oil
which is flavoured with herbs like holy basil, lime
leaf, red chillis etc. Here, we must understand
that other than indigenous Bhutjalokia chilli, all
the chillis that came to Asia travelled with the
European traders and missionaries. Thailand was
no exception and the fine red bird’s eye chillies
arrived with the Portuguese from South
America.
What many do not know, the
famed Thai curries never
had coconut milk base

earlier, and a good example of the same is Kaeng
Som, the sour spicy fish curry with a strong taste
having a lot of vegetables in it.
Buddhism brought a lot of Indian influence to
Thailand and their culture. The Tamils started to
arrive in Thailand since the times of the Chola
Kings of the South and the use of coconut milk
in Thai cooking today has come through them.
Curry, or Kaeng, as it is known in Thailand, was
most affected by the coconut milk and today we
see an array of flavoursome curries existing in
Thai cuisine.
Green curry is the most well-known
and flavoured with sweet basil and
coriander. Usually cooked with
chicken, the green curry has a
typical bitter cherry eggplant which
cracks with bite. Here we must
understand that every single Thai
food is measured with the harmony
of tastes (sweet, sour, salty, bitter,
astringent and pungent). The Chef
tries to create a burst of different
flavours and they indicate together a
successful Thai dish.

Gaeng Daeng – better known as Red Curry

Other than indigenous Bhutjalokia
chilli, the chillis in Asia travelled
with European traders and
missionaries, like the red bird’s eye
chillies brought by the Portuguese
for its fiery red colour has an aromatic, thin yet
flavoursome gravy which works wonders with
thin slices of delectable pork pieces. Owing to
its popular taste, it is a hit among the foreigner
tourists or farang as the common Thais
address them.

Massaman and Phanaeng curries cook closer to
the Indian curries and where Phanaeng curry has
a peanut base, Massaman curry is flavoured with
tamarind, cardamom and cloves.
The other Indian influence is the Thai Banana
Egg Roti which is basically deep fried sweet egg
Parantha with caramelised banana filling. An
ample amount of condensed milk on top adds to
the flavour of the dish.
Yet another dish flavoured with coconut milk
is the Khao Neeo Mamuang or sticky rice with
mango. The dish is cooked with sticky rice

and coconut milk, topped with a few pieces of
flavourful Thai mango. The mangoes are heavenly
and if you get a bite of the Nam Dog Mai ones,
they are simply the best.
Coconut ice creams are found all over Thailand
and with tropical fruits, these create heavenly
flavours.
The Chinese were closer neighbours and their
greatest influence was chopsticks and big woks
for cooking. Today's Chinatown in Bangkok is
full of Chinese-influenced food like tofu and
Khao Kha Moo which is basically sweetish pork
braised with Chinese five spice and egg. The
other influence the Chinese brought were the
flat noodles. The Thais, during the Second World
War, did not like the Chinese influences and
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KAI KRAPHAO
Ingredients
• 180 gms chicken breast
boneless minced
• 60 gms hot basil
• 01 tsp garlic
• 01 tbsp fresh red chilli
pounded

• 5 ml oyster sauce
• 2 ml fish sauce
• ½ tsp sugar
• 1 tbsp oil
• 2 ml dark soya

Method
• Pour oil in the wok, add pounded garlic and chilli and stir
till light brown.
• Add minced chicken, stir for a while, till half cooked.
• Add all the sauces and sugar.
• When chicken is cooked, add basil. Stir for a few seconds
and add a bit of water.
• Serve hot with steamed rice.
Note: In place of chicken, you can use pork, prawns,
tenderloin or fish.

The Tamils started to arrive in
Thailand since the times of the
Chola Kings of the South and the
use of coconut milk in Thai cooking
today has come through them

Pla Sam Ros
Ingredients
• 500 gms Whole pomfret
• 30 gms Tempura flour
• 15 ml Sweet chilli

• 5 gms Chilli paste
• 10 ml Tamarind pulp
• Oil for frying

Method
• Dust the pomfret with tempura flour.
• Pour oil into the wok and keep it on
a high flame. When oil is hot, add the
fish into it. Fry till the fish is golden
brown and cooked. Keep it aside on a
serving plate.

Chef Veena
Arora
Chef de
Cuisine at The
Spice Route,
The Imperial

For the sauce
• Pour oil into the wok. Now add sweet
chilli sauce, tamarind pulp, and chilli
paste. Adjust the seasoning. Pour on
the fried fish and serve hot with rice as a main course or
as an appetizer.

instead of wheat noodle, a rice flat noodle was
created - which ended up creating the flat noodle
dish which took the world by storm. Even today,
the most popular dish in the backpacker's alley
of Bangkok is Pad Thai.
Grilling is an important part of Thai life and Moo
Ping is a slowly grilled pork slice on a stick. A

street food found all over Thailand, it is a culinary
delicacy worth exploring. Soup noodle came as
a Vietnamese Pho influence and topped with
fish ball pork blood jelly meats and assorted
vegetable, the delightful dish is extremely popular
as a ‘practically anytime’ delight.
But the story of Thai food can never be complete
without Tom Yum Soup where Thai ginger creates
a mind numbing sensation. The hot and sour soup
is cooked with shrimp, fish or chicken.
Green Papaya salad or Som Tum has thinly
shredded green papaya mortified with beans,
cherry tomato, fish sauce, chillis, lime juice, crabs
and fish-paste. As we move around Thailand, we
find different types of Thai food. People visiting
my side of Thailand which is known as Isan must
be careful in tasting Som #tum because they are
the spiciest in the country.
And lastly, it is not possible to capture
the food culture an entire country with
a handful of words so – there will be
more in another piece soon. ●
Sirattiya Bora
An artist, language expert and home Chef who
keeps recreating authentic Thai taste; always
on a lookout for alternative Indian ingredients
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chef musings

As seasons change, so does the predominant taste. And just as we
modify clothing and dwelling to accommodate these changes, it is
of great value to review what we eat – as per Ayurveda

T

he ancient Indian system of Ayurveda advocates Ritucharya –
following a regimen corresponding to each of the six ritus or
seasons – Shishira, Vasanta, Grishma, Varsha, Sharata and
Hemanta. It implies that in order to cope with the bodily and emotional
changes induced to the switching seasons, we must make corresponding
alterations in our dwelling, dressing, work and rest periods, and most
importantly in food.

It further states that the six basic tastes including sweet, sour, salty,
bitter, pungent and astringent must be present in any meal to make it
complete. Starting with something sweet like a fruit or a sweetmeat,
followed by something salty, sour, and pungent (bitter may also be
consumed along with these three tastes), the meal should end with a
bitter taste, and finally an astringent such as fennel seeds or ajwain
acting as a mouth freshener. Let us explore the various ritus and the
recommended predominant tastes and foods that correspond to these
seasons that last two months.

manjit gill
Culinary Director, Cuisine Digest;
President, IFCA; and President,
WorldChefs Cultural Heritage
Committee

Sharata – the fall season
This is the fall season or autumn lasting from mid-September to midNovember. During Sharata, the sun becomes brighter and the sky
remains clear as the earth is covered with moist mud. In this season, one
experiences crisp breeze – a sign that summer is gone and autumn is
here. It has a beauty of its own. Some noticeable changes during autumn
are the changing colours of fresh leaves, shortening of the length of
days, and a chill in the mornings and evenings denoting a fading summer.
Autumn is a season of deficiency and change, when the temperature is
falling necessitating the hot effect from nourishing food to insulate the
body from the cold.
Eat foods which are primarily bitter, as well as foods that are madhura
(sweet) and astringent in taste. Warm oily foods to build ojas prepare
the body for the winters. Warm spiced milk, oats, wheat porridge,
introduce oilier food, honey, spices like nutmeg, mace, cinnamon,
clove, cardamom, haritaki, ashwagandha, chyawanprash to build
immunity, ginger, herbal teas. Thicker soup and moderately
thick gravies are preferred in this season to have both
moisture and warmth to the body. Fresh apples red, green
and tart, pears, banana, tomatoes, orange, Kino, grapefruit,
avocado, turnips, peanut butter. Meats, fish, eggs, root
vegetables such as beets, carrots, and winter pumpkin.
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Hemanta – the Winters
From mid-November to mid-January are the winter months,
where cold winds begin to blow, and one gets a feeling of
chilliness. During winter, the predominant principal tastes are madhura
(sweet), followed by lavana (salty) and amla (sour). In Hemanta ritu, the
mahabhuta or elements are prithvi (earth) and apa (water), where the
digestive strength is so powerful that it is capable of digesting any food
irrespective of its heaviness and quantity.
If food is not timely served, the digestive fire may start consuming the
body tissues and cause starvation. Take proper quantities of food; if not
it affects the quality of rasa dhatu which is the nutritious fluid generated
as a product of digestion and this may lead to malnutrition. It will
decrease kapha and increase vata and create an imbalance which may
lead to gastritis, bloating, abdominal colic pain, body ache, headache etc.
Avoid excess spicy, bitter and astringent foods. This will be harsh on your
appetite due to an increase in digestive fire.

Autumn is
a season of
deficiency and
change, when
the temperature
is falling
necessitating
the hot effect
from nourishing
food to insulate
the body
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For a Season

Beans -urad, moong, kidney beans, black eye beans. Start
introducing sesame, almonds in the diet. Ghee and butter
can be used more in quantity.

Eat well during this season! It is probably the reason why this
season is called the festival season so avoid fasting.

Ghee, fish, shell fish, salmon, tuna, meat with fat, wine
intake is high, milk and its products, sugarcane and its
products, ground nuts, sesame seeds and oil, wheat,
maize, urad, rice prepared with sugarcane juice and milk.
Recommended foods are those processed with the
two tastes - amla (sour) and lavana (salty) including
ingredients such as ham, bacon, eggs, mushrooms,
yoghurt, cheese, tomatoes. Fermented drinks
prepared with ripened fruits, and even honey can
be used. Herbs and spices such as garlic, haritaki,
pippali, fenugreek, chillis; vegetables like corn,
carrots, beets, leeks, mustard green, okra, beets
with leaves, broccoli with tender leaves, cauliflower
with tender leaves and stalks, celery, onions,
spinach. Green peas are excellent; if possible
remove the hard membrane from the shell, the shell
is tender and delicious when cooked with peas. Also,
during winters, we should go easy on the fruits, as fruits
make one feel cooler.
We will discuss the other seasons as we go along. The
essence of ritucharya is to prepare for the season while
keeping the totality of body and mind in perspective. Chefs
must work on these considerations. ●
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Flavours from

Paradise
on Earth

It is impossible to not fall in love with the incredible scenic beauty
of the Kashmir valley. One can only imagine how wondrous its
cuisine offerings would be! Chef Rahul Wali helps us find out.

D

otted with pristine lakes, clear streams,
majestic trees, and surrounded by
magnificent snow-cloud mountains, lies
the valley of Kashmir in the northern-most part
of India. Offering breathtakingly amazing views
and an experience of all the seasons of the year
in their true splendour, the charm of Kashmir
is best captured by these oft-quoted words of
17th century Mughal emperor Jehangir: ‘Agar
Firdaws ba roy-i zamin ast, hamin ast-u hamin
ast-u hamin ast,’ which translates as 'If there is
paradise on earth, it is here, it is here, it is here!’
Ensconced between the Himalayan range and
the Pir Panjal mountains, the Kashmir valley has
been endowed by nature with not just implausible
beauty but an amazing diversity of edible produce
as well.
Cuisines of the Valley
The first major cuisine of the region is believed
to be the food of the Kashmiri Pandits – the
Hindus of the Kashmir valley. Later, it was
influenced during the 15th century following an
invasion by Taimur. Since then the food has been
largely influenced by Persia, the Middle East
and Afghanistan. There are two very prominent
cooking styles of Kashmiri cuisine – namely,
Wazwan or the Muslim style of cuisine, and
Pandit or the Hindu style of cuisine developed.

The Wazas or traditional Kashmiri cooks
are the masters of preparing Kashmiri food.
Whenever diners talk about Kashmiri cuisine,
the first things that come to mind are the
immensely popular Rista or Gushtaba. These
are undoubtedly among the mouth-watering
delicacies from the Wazwan cuisine. But, this
limiting view of Kashmiri food leaves out a
large section of the region’s rich food legacy of
Pandit food which is as loaded in its spices as in
its heritage of traditional food which has been
passed down through the generations.
Although both the styles of cooking may
have some overlapping similarities but there
are certainly stark differences in the use of
ingredients. Kashmiri Pandit cuisine avoids the
use of onion, garlic and fresh ginger. Few of the
ingredients it uses include Saunf powder, Sonth,
Hing, Kashmiri red chilli powder, turmeric, curd

and some whole spices. Rice has always been the
staple accompaniment with all the dishes.
The traditional recipes which have been
passed down over the centuries still carry an
innate simplicity and grace. Pandit cuisine
has a wide array of food items, especially
non-vegetarian dishes like Rogan josh, Maach,
Yakhni, Chock Charvaan etc. prepared with
mutton, and of course some vegetarian dishes
such as Haakh, Nadur Yakhni, Rajma Gojji, Palak
Nadur etc. as well.
It is unfortunate that Kashmiri Pandit cuisine is
not as readily available in most of the restaurants
across the country unlike its regional compatriot
– the Wazwan.
The Rigours of the Kitchen
In olden times, with a prevalence of large joint
families, it was the lady of the house who would
get up very early in the morning. In the biting
cold winters, she would bathe and get ready to
enter the kitchen – a space of piety revered by
all. The first thing she would begin with inside
the kitchen was removal of the ashes from the
previous night’s cooking collected in the dhaan
or the chula which was the earthen stove. She
would then clean the dhaan and apply fresh mud
paste on it. Only after this laborious task could
any food be cooked on the dhaan. Wood was the
main cooking fuel. Utensils used for cooking and
serving food were made of brass or copper.
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vor, Kulcha etc. Most of these bakeries are family
run, who have passed down their techniques and
baking culture. Incidentally, Kashmiri bakery is
also one of the oldest baking cultures of India.

Food was served in brass plates and one would
have to sit down on the floor with food in front of
them either on a small wooden table or a mat. As
in the general Indian tradition of offering food to
the Divine, Kashmiri Pandit food has always been
offered first to God and then eaten – with fingers.
Baking Breads
Another important part of Kashmiri Pandit
cuisine are its breads. In Kashmir, breads are the
lifeline and the only best option for breakfast and
evening tea. While the lady of the house would
do her work in the kitchen, the men would go out
to the local baker called Kandur and purchase
freshly-baked breads like Bakerkhani, Lavas, Til-

Chaman Kaliya
Ingredients
• 300 gms Panir
• 1100 ml Mustard Oil
(1 litre for frying and
100ml for cooking)
• 1 gms Cumin seeds
• 3-4 pods Cardamom
• 1 no. Bay leaf
• 2-3 Cloves

• 10 gms Turmeric powder
• Salt to taste
• Water as required
• 1 tsp Kasuri methi
• 100ml Milk
• 1 tsp Garam masala

Method
• Heat oil in a kadai for frying.
• Cut panir in ½ inch cubes.
• Deep fry till edges are golden brown.
• Remove and keep the fried cubes in water.
• In a pot, add mustard oil. Add cumin seeds, cardamom
pods, bay leaf, clove, turmeric powder, salt and mix well.
• Add fried panir cubes and sautée for a minute. Now add
hot water till the level of panir. Let it boil. As soon as the
curry boils, add a little milk.
• Sprinkle with kasuri methi and garam masala powder
and mix well.
• Cover the pot and cook on slow flame for 10 minutes.
• Check for seasoning and Serve hot.
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BEVERAGES
Kashmiris drink two types of tea namely noon
chai or sheer chai - which is prepared with black
tea leaves with the addition of soda bicarbonate,
salt and milk; and kahwah or maugal chai – which
is a type of green tea made with crushed almonds
and flavoured with cardamom, cinnamon
and saffron. One would find that in different
households, they prepare slightly varying
versions of the kahwah tea.
FESTIVALS
Food has always been the most important part of
any festival for Kashmiri Pandits. Every festival
has its own specified dishes. On birthdays, for
instance, every house would make Thher or
yellow rice and distribute it in the neighbourhood.
Shivratri being the key big festival, food cooked
on that day will be vegetarian and on the following
day, known as Salam, the food cooked will mostly
be non-vegetarian with a few accompanying
vegetarian dishes.

While the lady of the house
cooked, the men would go to
the local baker, the Kandur, to
purchase freshly-baked breads
like Bakerkhani, Lavas or Til

In another festival named Gaad Baath, or
fish food, fish along with rice and a vegetable
is offered to a demon. Pann is a traditional
festival where a Roath – a deep-fried sweet
bread is made in memory of Beeb Dharam
Maaej served with roasted brinjal raita and
phulkas. As a kid, we used to enjoy all these
festivals as you would get amazing food on ,
but my favourite festival was Khechh Mavas
- a traditional Kichidi made with mutton and
topped with Ghee.
Apart from the religious aspect of the festivals it
also integrates values of food culture and food
system right from the childhood.
Kashmiri Pandit food has been there since the
Vedic times and it finds mention in a few Vedas
as well. Due to migration, many of the Pandits
have lost touch with the authentic taste of the
cuisine and are doing whatever they remember
learning from their parents or grandparents
along with limited raw material resources
available at their disposal.
We need to educate our children in our own
regional foods to keep the ancient cooking
practices and techniques alive. It is a huge task
in the present world where many people eat
food looking at the ratings or points on different
applications and websites, but we as parents and
as Chefs have to ensure that we pass on whatever
knowledge we have. I am doing my part by
workshops and festivals in different institutions,
how about you? ●

Chef Rahul Wali
Chef-Owner, Rahul’s Kitchen

Dum Oluv
Ingredients
• 4 Potatoes, mediumsized
• 1100 ml Mustard Oil
(1 litre for frying and
100ml for cooking)
• ½ tsp Hing
• 6 nos Peppercorns
• 4 nos Cloves
• 1 Bay leaf

•2
 nos Black Cardamom
•2
 inch Cinnamom
•4
 tsp Kashmiri red chilli
powder
•S
 alt to taste
•4
 tbsp Curd
•W
 ater as required
• 1 tsp Garam masala

Method
• Wash and parboil potatoes with skin.
• When boiled remove the skin while hot.
• Prick the boiled potatoes with a pin or toothpick.
• Heat oil for frying. Deep fry the potatoes till
golden brown.
• In another pot, heat mustard oil.
• Add hing, peppercorn, clove, bay leaf, black
cardamon, cinnamon sticks, red chilli powder, salt.
Sautee for a minute over a very slow flame.
• Add little beaten curd and mix well.
• Now add hot water to this and then add the fried
potatoes.
• Add more water till the level of potatoes, if required.
• Sprinkle with garam masala.
• Cover and let it cook for 10-15 minutes.
• Serve hot.
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Chronicles of Taste

Biryani

Food historians have shown that India has since
the earliest of times been a fountainhead of tastes
and flavours – playing with and adapting external
influences, combining it with existing traditions,
making it her own, says Diwan Gautam Anand

T

his is a homage to the pan-India standing and understanding of spices;
their evolution and refinement on the plate. Biryani is the high point of
this insight. One class of biryani emerged from the development of nehari,
through its contribution to quarma. For this we go to 17th Century Delhi –
Shajahanabad. Jahanara, daughter of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan, loves her
poetry, art, Sufi meditations, Shiraz, and good food. On some days she has the
pleasure of walking in disguise through the main street of Chandni Chowk, a
thoroughfare of her own planning.
This evening however, nihari is on her mind. She briefly stops by a stall preparing a
spicy broth whose preparation she had discussed with hakims over a month ago.
Her beloved city is in the grip of an influenza outbreak and the hakims had been
consulted to come up with their understanding of the predicament. The city’s water
lines had been poisoned. There was no reasonable way to identify the source of
the contamination. Even if they did know the exact source and point of entry of the
contamination, it would be next to impossible to clean up the waterways.

The only reasonable course of action would be to develop a dietary solution that
would boost the immunity of the cityfolk. Towards this end, they
formulate a strongly spiced, slow cooked broth which is named
nihari. They also promote a few new spices into Delhi’s
culinary milieu. Chilli – introduced centuries back by the
Portugese who continue to drop into the Mughal Court – is
a frontrunning spice of the moment. Nihari calls for slow
cooking trotters overnight in a strong broth of assorted
spices. The hakims recommended the consumption of
nihari at least once a day. While this would have been
out of the reach of the common man, market vendors
operating out of hole-in-the-wall enterprises would be
trained to prepare this specialised broth and make it available
at a modest cost. By all accounts, the city overcame the crisis
and continued its commitment to nihari, which is defined by the
gelatine and marrow drawn out from the bones, skin and connective
tissue, through hours of simmering over embers. The farmaishi (refined)
version uses prime cuts such as the shins or even the tongue, while the misquind
(common) edition goes for the trotters.
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Nihari would go on to inspire qorma. In qorma, the meat is cooked till it is tender
while still remaining on the bone. This gives it a defined texture, a definite bite. It
has a similar spice profile and most often incorporates a dash of cream/yoghurt.
But while the nehari is prepared over embers, qorma is cooked over a fire. In
both cases, as with all Indian dishes prepared in the earlier traditions, the source
of heat never comes into direct contact with the vessel; there is a gap of at least
4-6 inches between the fire/embers and the vessel. Diffused heat is the hallmark
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portion awareness

Lamb Biryani

Tender lamb cooked with rice
and traditional spices
Ingredients
• 500 gms Lamb,
cut into pieces
• 500 gms (2 ½ cups)
Basmati rice
• 1 litre (5 cups) Water
• 2 gms (1/3 tsp) Jaiphal
(mace)
• 2 gms (1/3 tsp) Bari
elaichi (black cardamom)
• 2 gms (1/3 tsp) Choti
elaichi (green cardamom)
• 2 gms (1/3 tsp) Laung
(cloves)
• 5 Tej patta (bay leaves)
• 200 ml (1 cup) Oil

• 50 gms (3 1/3 tbs)
Onions, chopped
• 25 gms (5 tsps) Gingergarlic paste
• 50 gms (3 1/3 tbs) Onion
paste, browned
• 10 gms (2 tsp) Red
chilli powder
• 1 0 gms (2 tsp) Salt
•A
 few strands of Kesar
(saffron)
•A
 few drops of Kewda
(Vetivier essence)
• 50 gms (3 1/3 tbs) Onions,
chopped, browned

Method
• Clean, wash and soak the rice for 30 minutes.
Drain and keep aside.
• Heat water (750 ml/3 ½ cups) in a pot till it comes
to a boil, add the rice, mace, black and green
cardamoms, cloves and bay leaves. Cover and
cook till the rice is ¾th done. Remove from heat
and keep aside.
• Heat oil in a pan, add the onions and sauté till light
brown in colour. Add the ginger-garlic paste and
sauté for a minute.
• Add the lamb pieces and stir-fry for 10n minutes.
Stir in the salt, red chilli powder and water (300 ml
or 1 ½ cups), cover and cook for 20 to 25 minutes
on low heat.
• Remove the lid, add the brown onion paste and
cook further till the lamb pieces are tender and the
curry has thickened. Remove from the heat and
keep aside.
• In a casserole or a baking dish, place alternate
layers of rice and the lamb pieces. Sprinkle saffron
and vetivier on top, cover with a wet cloth and cook
on a very low heat (dum) for 15 to 20 minutes.
• Remove from heat, transfer to a serving dish and
serve hot.
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of traditional Indian cooking. Both nehari and
qorma are defined by this.
The qorma combined with pulao/pilaf would
create the curried rice dish we call biryani. The
origins of pulao are claimed with equal basis
by Persia and India. The 10th Century Persian
scholar Abu Ali Ibn Sina is the first to formalize
the recipe. Pulao also finds mention in the
Mahabharata. Pulao marks a coming together
of a Persian approach and Indian spices. The
restraint of pulao and the effulgence of qorma,
combine to give this class of biryani.
In the end, biryani, in its many forms, is a child
of evolution, a product of inspired association in
the land of India. While the idea of biryani may
well have predated the Mughals, the patronage,
poetry, indulgence and stability offered under
the golden era of the Mughals, created the ideal
environment for the emergence of a special dish
at its most refined. In Shahjahanabad, Delhi
became the envy of the world. A city whose
Emperor commissioned lavish works of function
and beauty, including the Taj Mahal in Agra. This
was a city that was guided by a sensitive prince
in Dara Shikoh, a city fashioned to the faultless
aesthetics and sensitivities of princess Jahanara.
Both had plans for the future of the capital,
alas both were to be overtaken by the ruthless
ambition of their more determined brother,
Aurangzeb, and Delhi would only be able to look
back and wonder at what was. Thankfully, the
flavours of glory remain. ●

Diwan Gautam Anand
Hobby Historian

Consider your

DID YOU KNOW?
Multi-grain simply means that a
food contains more than one type
of grain, but make sure to read the
ingredient list because grains may
still be refined. For a better choice,
look for whole grain options.

carbs &
STARCHES
Carbohydrate-rich foods are the major
source of calories in the diet. However,
they’re also an important source of
the fibre, vitamins, and minerals our
bodies need. This group includes simple
carbohydrates, complex carbohydrates
or starches, and dietary fibre.

Ideal portion
Grains
Modest handful
Percent
of plate

The quality of carbohydrates typically
make up the majority of calories in a
balanced diet. When planning your dishes,
look for whole grains, and be creative by
using ancient grains and in-season fruits
and vegetables.

Ideal portion
Fruits & VegEtables
Size of fist
Percent
of plate
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ingredient

I am your Friendly
Neighbourhood

H

i folks! I came to know that Cuisine
Digest was collecting all kinds of
information about me with the alleged
intention of writing an article in their
magazine. When Urvashi, their Associate Editor,
approached me for info, I made it clear: if an
article is to be written about me then I will be
the one writing it. No one need go anywhere to
“source” information about me. By nature, I am
very shy and unassuming. I mean, I spend most of
my life buried in soil, just to avoid such publicity.
But if my fans want to know my story, then they
deserve to know it from me directly. Hence this
exclusive interview.

Onion

The most-oft used vegetable, the Onion – for which the famous
Chef Julia Child said, “I cannot imagine a world without onions,”
reveals its story and worth to Urvashi Sibal

My Origins and History
Let us begin at the beginning. No one really
knows the land of my origin. Archaeologists
say that I have been cultivated since 5000 BC!
Even the earliest accounts of mankind’s history
mention my existence. Some surmise that I
could have originated in Central Asia, India, or
Iran. However, today, I am a global citizen. In
fact, the only place where I am not welcome is
in certain Hindu households, who consider me
impure and unholy. Well, even the greatest saints
were rejected by some people! So, who am I to
complain?
Some onion-haters notwithstanding, Ancient
Egypt considered me holy. My round shape with
multiple layers in concentric rings reminded
them of eternal life. No wonder I have been used
to preserve the bodies of Egyptian mummies.
Roman historians have mentioned that I was
cultivated in ancient Pompei; was used in Roman
cuisine; and was also used by them to cure many
diseases such as eye ailments, sleep disorders,
lumbago, tooth ache and dysentery.
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I am called by a different name in each language:
onion in English, Zweibel in German, Cipolla in
Italian, Pyaaz in Hindi, and so on. But my official
name is Allium cepa. That is what you will find in
the botany books. Some of my relatives are
garlic, chives, leeks and shallots.
Though I am
cultivated all
over the world,

Onion-haters notwithstanding,
Ancient Egypt considered me
holy, being reminded of eternal
life by my round shape with
many layers in concentric rings
the countries where I am produced the most
are China, India, USA, Egypt and Iran. Every
year 75 million tons of onions are produced all
over the world, of which 20 million tons come
from China alone.
Varieties
Though I come in various shapes and sizes, three
main varieties are the ones most commonly used.
The yellow or brown onion which is less pungent;
the white onion which is more pungent, but has
a sweet taste when sautéed or caramelized;
and the red onion. Each of these varieties has a
different flavor and taste. Yellow onions are the
ones most commonly used in French cuisine such
as for soups and caramelizing. Mexican cuisine
predominantly uses the white onions, and the red
onions are used for grilling.
You should remember that I am actually a
vegetable, and before I appear under the soil as a
bulb, I am essentially a green plant, about 2 feet
high, having fan-shaped leaves
growing above the ground.
Depending upon when I
am harvested, I have
many avatars: when
I am very young
and only my
leaves exist,
I am called
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ingredient
My detractors often claim
that I am the only vegetable
that makes people cry. I do!
(Blame it on chemicals) My
defense is: No pain, no gain!

Photos: Shutterstock

Whether it is Continental or Oriental, Thai
or Chinese, Indian or South Asian – all these
cuisines employ me and depend on me to make
them tasty and delicious.

spring onion or scallion. When I am harvested
before I am fully mature, I am called the summer
onion. Needless to say, each of my avatars has a
different taste and flavor.
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Over the centuries, man has bred many varieties
of me that have a different size when mature.
Based on this classification, there are three
varieties, the pearl onions, the boiler onions, and
the pickler onions. The pearl and boiler onions
are used for cooking various dishes, while the
pickler onion is preserved in vinegar and served
as a side dish.

Recipes
In all humility, I can say that I participate in
innumerable recipes. I have a strong flavor, and so,
when I am used with other ingredients, I am used
more as a condiment rather than as a main dish.
Otherwise, other ingredients don’t stand a chance
of making their presence felt. However, no dish
that requires my presence would be considered
complete without me.
Soups, sauces, meat dishes, fish cutlets, curries,
pilafs, and raw salads – all of them owe their
popularity to me. I can single-handedly transform
a bland vegetable like okra (bhindi), into a mouthwatering curry. I am the secret ingredient that
metamorphoses insipid rice into redolent biryani.
Suffice it to say, that onion-less cuisine is like
marriage without love, or life without pizazz, a
hollow meaningless existence!
When used as a single ingredient, I produce
matchless savoury snacks such as
the addictive onion rings and the
hypnotizing onion pakoras (a snack
made by deep frying me covered in
chickpea batter).
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There are several desserts which use me too!
Apple and onion pie; Cranberry and onion pie;
onion flavoured chocolate, to a name a few. I am
not only useful as a fresh vegetable, but even
as a dry powder, I can perform my magic. In
fact, I am available in many forms: fresh, frozen,
canned, pickled, powdered, caramelized, minced,
chopped and so on.
Onions without tears
My detractors often claim that I am the only
vegetable that makes people cry. My defense is:
No pain, no gain!
When you cut me, you cause a series of chemical
reactions that releases propanethial S-oxide, an
irritant that causes your eyes to fill with tears. If
you want to prevent tears, you have to chop in a
way that produces less irritant, and prevents the
irritant from reaching your eyes.
Here are some tips on reducing this irritation:
1. A
 lways use a sharp knife. The less damage you
do to my cells, the less irritant I produce.
2. K
 eep the exposed cuts away from you. As
soon as you cut me in half, turn both halves
down on your cutting board. Leave the side you
aren’t currently chopping unpeeled.
3. C
 hill the onions: Refrigerate the onions for a
few hours before chopping them.
4. T
 urn on the exhaust fan: this will divert the
irritant gas away from you.
5. W
 ear goggles.
I Am Not Only Tasty but Also Healthy
It is indeed rare to find something that is good
both for your palate and your health. But I belong

MARINATED HERRING
WITH ONIONS

Not on buttered bread but on bread
toasted in butter
Ingredients
• 3 fillets of Ruth’s marinated herring per person
• 1 shallot onion
• 1 red onion
• 1 spring onion
• 1 piece of rye bread per person.
• I highly recommend the organic rye bread from
Dams Bakery
• Butter
• Radishes
• Capers
• Chives
Method
• The author captures how exactly they make the herring
- a secret well kept: “At first we let the herring brine for a
while in a mix of vinegar and sugar.
• Then the fish is ready to be further processed. We
fillet them all by hand. Then we repeatedly strain the
brine through a finely masked sieve.….meticulously
coats each container with a layer of paper, then the
fillets, then a generous spoonful of the brine and then
the secret spice mix.
• This process continues until each container is full. There
is so much attention paid to the detail and the final
product.”
• F ry the bread in butter until crisp. Cut the onions
in slices and the radishes in quarters. Arrange on a
nice plate.
Recipe by Anders Beier & Sune Rasborg

ingredient
Prawn Balchão

Goan Spicy Prawn Pickle
India is a land of a variety of pickles, each one unique in its own special way. Meat or fish pickles
are comparatively rare and are limited to certain regions and communities. This has been a favorite
pickle of mine since my childhood. Pickled prawns go extremely well with rice or poie (bran bread),
the local Goan bread, or mixed with cream cheese, as a surprisingly good topping on crackers for a
quick snack. With all those flavours and textures it was a perfect fit for my book Masala Dabba.
Chef Michael
Swamy

• 5 garlic cloves, roughly
chopped
• 1-inch piece ginger,
roughly chopped
• A pinch of saffron
• 1 tablespoon sugar

For Pickle
• 1 large onion, finely
sliced
• 1 teaspoon salt
•4
 tablespoons
vegetable oil
•¼
 cup brown palm
vinegar

• 1 tablespoon pickle
masala (any brand)
• 1 cup baby prawns,
shelled and deveined

Method
• For balchão spice mix, combine all the ingredients in a blender or processor jar and grind to a smooth paste without
adding any water.
• For pickle, heat a frying pan over medium heat; add onion and salt and sauté till the mixture is dry. The salt will cause
the onion to release moisture.
• Add oil and sauté till the onion turns brown. Add 1 tablespoon ground balchão spice with vinegar and pickle masala and
cook till fragrant.
• Add prawns and toss well. Cook till the prawns are just tender, or for about 1 minute.
• Remove from heat and cool to room temperature. Store for up to a week in a clean, dry jar.
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Ingredients
For Balchão Spice Mix
• 5 dried Kashmiri chillies
• 2 tablespoons cumin
seeds
• 1 tablespoon black
mustard seeds
• ½ teaspoon turmeric
powder

to that rare breed. I am rich in Vitamin C, fibre,
folic acid, anti-oxidants, calcium, iron and highquality proteins.
Recent research shows that if a person
consumes me in enough quantity on a regular
basis – whether in the raw form or cooked form I provide several health benefits, such as:
1. B
 oosting immunity against common infections
such as common cold, flu, and other viral
infections.
2. I lower the blood sugar – hence helpful for
diabetics.
3. The anti-oxidants that I carry help prevent
colorectal cancers.
4. Some of the anti-oxidants also
reduce the
stickiness

Some of the anti-oxidants
also reduce the stickiness of
platelets and hence may help
in preventing heart attacks
and coronary diseases
of platelets and hence may help in preventing
heart attacks and coronary diseases.
5. B
 ecause of the abundant free radicals that I
possess, I delay ageing.
6. I can help hair growth and cure dandruff. Of
course, for this you have to apply me directly to
the hair, not eat me.
7. I help rebuild bone and cartilage
So, dear readers, do I need to say more to prove
my worth! No wonder, the famous Chef, Julia
Child said, “I cannot imagine a world without
onions.” Now, there is a lady who understands
cooking. ●

Urvashi Sibal
Associate Editor, Cuisine Digest; Digital Media
Strategist; Autobiography of a Yogi enthusiast
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chef life

Can the career of a Chef go beyond the rigours
of the hotel or restaurant kitchen shifts?

T

he skills of any Chef have to
do more with food and taste than
anything else. The core activities of a Chef
include selecting dishes and designing of menus, food tasting,
food trials, food preparation, and so on. Whether you are a Chef in
a hotel, restaurant, catering facility, airlines, hospital or a cruise,
your work will mostly revolve around managing a team of culinary
professionals – be it leading one or being part of one, with the main
objective of food production.
Yet, there is always something extra all of us are looking for. In fact,
Chefs are artists and their creative energies can express themselves
in various ways apart from putting food on the table. Going beyond the
drill of food preparation, there are several other areas of professional
expertise that Chefs have explored – many of them achieving success in
their ventures as well.

sudhir sibal
Editor, Cuisine Digest and
Ambassador, World Chefs
Without Borders

One such instance is Chefs exploring food photography and styling
of food. Earlier, there were stylists who were hired to make the
dish presentable and picture perfect for photography. To talk of
photography, there was a paraphernalia that used to accompany
the photographer who was a prized entity, and getting food images
clicked was an expensive affair. Click to the present scene, and it is a
different world exploding with Instagram, digital cameras, smartphone
cameras loaded with megapixels of resolution. Almost everybody is a
photographer today! Many Chefs have familiarized themselves with the
nuances of the art of photography creating magic with every shot of
their muse – the food they cook!
By virtue of their experience with the large-sized and busy kitchens of
restaurants and hotels, many Chefs have also turned to food audits
for existing food facilities. Several among them are well-travelled and
have familiarized themselves with what the world cuisines have to
offer. In tune with the prevalent standards of quality and style
of food, they have turned to judging culinary competitions
for Chefs, culinary students and even home Chefs. In
fact, there are certifications from global chef bodies
such as Worldchefs that maintain strict criteria even
among the judging Chefs.
Armed with specializations, Chefs are also often
invited to share their knowledge at panel discussions
on topics related to food, the future scenario of
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Getting into the field of product research, some
Chefs are helping create and introduce new
products for consumption. There is a whole
industry that has come up around taste and
sensory perceptions related to food. Chefs
are involved in sensory workshops and tasting
sessions for understanding and placing products in
the retail market.
A seasoned Chef with culinary prowess draws to
him or her opportunities such as food product
demonstration and pop-ups at events like
F&B shows, exhibitions, food fairs, etc. To the
ones who gain fame as TV stars, or in the age
of digital – as the Insta-Chefs, or managing
a sizeable following on their YouTube video
channel, endorsement opportunities as a brand
ambassador come aplenty. The social media
handles of “celebrity” Chefs on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest or Linkedin are often
used to influence consumers, which makes them Chef-influencers.
Photos: Shutterstock

Chef Plus

food security, slow food, zero hunger
targets, and so on. In an event in
Mumbai not so long ago, a
celebrity Chef was invited to
speak on the retail business
of food for a diverse audience
of entrepreneurs and retailers.
The experiential aspect of food
is drawing many entrepreneurs to
engage with Chefs - the masters of food to unravel business opportunities through their
novel offerings to consumers.

Entrepreneurship is a bug that can catch the Chef as easily as any
other person who has a fantastic idea to sell. Many Chefs have explored
this path and made a mark with restaurant brands of their own or in
partnership with someone. Taking this a step further, some Chefs have
also turned farmers. Understanding the demand patterns of the hotel
and restaurant kitchens combined with their knowledge of food, some of
them have taken to producing vegetables through organic farming.
Giving back to society, veteran Chefs have taken up the task of
mentoring young Chefs, teaching culinary students at institutions,
publishing literature contributing to knowledge of food, and promoting
food safety. Globally, senior Chefs of the industry have been included
as appointees to the Board of Governors or Directors of culinary and
hospitality institutes. A few Chefs also engage with scientists to help
gain a better understanding of food. ●

There are
certifications
from global chef
bodies such
as Worldchefs
that maintain
strict criteria
even among the
judging Chefs
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festive food

Mithai

W

ith winters around the corner, we
are headed into another festive
season. October will be welcomed
with Navratri, a nine-day-festival
honouring Divine Mother, celebrating the victory
of good over evil. It is followed by Dussehra, the
day celebrating Hindu God - Lord Rama’s victory
over the demon king Ravana.

The Sweet Taste of
Indian Festivities

The close of the Hindu festive season is
ushered in with the biggest festival in the
Indian calendar - the auspicious day of
Diwali. Celebrated with the lighting of lamps
and bursting of crackers symbolising the
emergence from a period of darkness, this
festivity is incomplete without purchasing
new clothes and presents, pujas and rangoli
decorations, and above all – the obligatory
preparation, exchange and consumption of
traditional festive foods – mainly sweets.
Boasting of diverse cuisines, India has a wide
repertoire of both vegetarian as well as nonvegetarian dishes, sweets and savouries across
its various regions. Numerous traditional
delicacies are prepared across regions and by
different communities. Yet, sweets dominate
during the festive season.

Despite calorie-conscious consumers and winds of change in the
dessert landscape of the subcontinent, our festive sweets or mithais
continue to reign in the hearts of Indians, finds Chef Vikas Chawla
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No amount of dietary caution and calorie
warnings associated with the many varieties
of Diwali sweets has deterred the purchase of
mithais during this festive season. In fact, these
are being increasingly bought off the shelves
of popular mithai shops generally found at the
corner of a street not far from home.

The Motichoor Laddu has a shelf
life of no more than three or four
days, while the Kaju Burfi stays fit
for consumption for seven to 10 days
even at room temperature
traditional sweets from the southern parts of
India include Pootharekulu, a wafer-like sweet
which originated in Atreyapuram, East Godavari
district, pootha means coating and reku means
sheet. Prepared on an upturned pot, this sweet
is filled with a stuffing of finely podered sugar,
jiggery, dry fruits and nuts.
As a consultant to all the major sweets brands in
over eight states and 20 cities of India, I would
like to elaborate with some facts here. Traditional
sweets for self-consumption and gifting purpose
are still a part of festivals in rural areas of
India and are easily found at modern sweets
shops located within a radius of around 10-20
kilometres surrounding these areas.

Gulab Jamun, Khoya Burfi, Dhoda Burfi, Rasgulla,
Laddu, Pinni, Balushai, Gujiya and Jalebi emerge
as frontrunners among the ‘mithai’ race against
modern sweets or premium dry fruit sweets like
Kaju Burfi, Dry Fruit Laddu, Badam Laddu etc.
In major cities of northern India, Laddu and Kaju
Burfi are the two top-selling sweets.

The recipes of some of the festive sweets
– from among the plethora of delectable
mithais belonging to our rich culinary heritage
– have been in existence for centuries. There
are others, too, that date back only to a few
decades. Thus, our repertoire of mithais has
formed and evolved over an eternally long time
and is still growing. Yet, some of the sweets that
have come to the shelves just two decades ago
have, as a matter of fact, surpassed the sales
of traditional sweets. Traditional sweets with
the ‘centuries-old’ tag include Kheer, Halwa,
Pinni, Gulgula, Jalebi and Laddu. All these
have been a part of our heritage. One of the
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ATTA GUR ALSI PINNI
A very delicious and traditional dish of Punjab made
with pure desi ghee (clarified butter), altered flours,
seeds and nuts. It is usually consumed in winters.
Pinnis are prepared with eternal love and distributed
among relatives, friends and also an important part of
many celebrations.
Ingredients
• 90 gms Cow's Ghee
(Clarified Butter)
• 100 gms Chakki Atta
(Whole Wheat Flour)
• 5 gms Makhana (Fox Nuts)

Laddus – the spherical sweets served on festive
or religious occasions are generally made using
flour and some fat like ghee combined with
sweetening in the form of sugar or jaggery. The
addition of other ingredients as per traditional
recipes creates several popular variants of
laddus – which often contain a filling or garnish of
chopped nuts or dried raisins.
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Motichoor Laddu is the hero among the variety
of laddus like Atta Laddu, Besan Laddu, Coconut
Laddu, Dry Fruit Laddu etc. The shelf life of this
popular laddu variant – the Motichoor Laddu is no
more than three or four days, while the Kaju Burfi
stays fit for consumption for seven to 10 days
even at room temperature.

Let us talk about Kaju Barfi, which is also popularly
referred to as Kaju Katli. This unique Indian
dessert employs cashew or kajus in combination
with sugar as well as other ingredients.
In terms of sales, there is always a contest between
the queen of hearts Kaju Burfi and the perennially
popular Laddu at all the sweet shops depending
on their location. In Punjab and Haryana, for
instance, Laddu is a winner even during Diwali as
shared by Manpreet Singh, Managing Director of
Gopal Sweets, Chandigarh and Abhishek Bajaj,
Managing Director of Sindhi Sweets, Chandigarh –
the leading brands in Punjab region. On the other
hand, Kaju Katli and other sweets prepared with
cashew sell the most in the Hyderabad region, says
Chaitanya, Managing Director, Almond House,
while laddus are the second choice.
What keeps these mithais overwhelmingly
popular among consumers is the
fact that these festive Indian
sweets are prepared with as
much passion as devotion to
celebrate things Divine. ●

Chef Vikas Chawla
CEO/Director, CORE Hospitality Solutions

• 20 gms Alsi (Flax Seeds)
• 25 gms Badaam
(Almonds)
• 90 gms Gurh (Jaggery)

Pre-Preperations
• Weigh all the ingredients and keep aside. (Please
prepare this dish by weighing ingredients properly.
Perfection can’t be achieved by using cup, spoons,
bowls etc., which has not standard measurements.)
• Grind flax seeds in a blender to a coarse powder (not
much fine).
• Fine chop almonds or blend in a blender to get very
small chunks of it.
• Make small chunks of fox nuts in a grinder.
• F ine chop jaggery with knife or grate through a
medium grater.
Method
• Heat the ghee in a kadahi (a bowl- shaped round deep
vessel) on medium flame.
• After the ghee is heated, reduce the flame to low.
• Add atta and stir continuously with a ladle (approx. for
10 minutes or till 80 percent roasting is done).
• After 10 minutes of roasting, add flax seeds powder,
almonds and fox nuts over the roasted atta and keep
mixing.
• Cook for another 4-5 minutes to roast the nuts and
seeds mixture (This will give extra crunch in bite).
• After 5 minutes, turn off the flame.
• Remove the mixture from gas and leave on kitchen shelf.
Keep it over a thick kitchen towel or wooden board, as
the kadahi is very hot.
• Finally add chopped gurh (jaggery) into the mixture and
move ladle to mix well.
• After 10-15 minutes, when the mixture is bearable hot,
make balls with hands.
• Let it cool and store in a clean jar or container.
• You can store and enjoy pinni’s freshness for about
two weeks.

Gulgule
Ingredients
• 1 00 gms Whole Wheat Flour
• 100 gms Jaggery (Gurh)
• 125 ml Water
(Room Temperature)

•½
 Teaspoon Fennel
Seeds (Saunf)
• a pinch Salt
•2
 cups Ghee (for frying)

Pre-Preperations
• Grate jaggery with a grater.
• Take water in a bowl and dissolve grated jaggery in it.
Method
• Take flour in a bowl; add fennel seeds and a pinch of salt
to it.
• Now add jaggery dissolved water to it.
• Gently mix it to make a thick batter. (Overbeating can
develop more gluten than needed that results in dense &
hard dumplings)
• Keep aside for 10-15 minute and meanwhile heat the
ghee in a flat surface pan. (Kadahi not recommended as
the batter is of loose consistency and kadahi is deep in
the centre. So Gulgule will stick together.)
• Heat ghee on medium flame and turn it to lowest when
heated.
• Now with wet fingers, take out small balls of batter
(equivalent to a tablespoon) and drop in the ghee.
• Drop enough dumplings to fit comfortably in the pan
without sticking.
• Fry till golden in colour, take out all the gulgule with
a perforated spoon and place it on a plate with paper
napkin.
• Again increase the flame and bring it to low when ghee is
hot. Now repeat the process with rest of the batter.
• When the gulgule are cold enough, store in an air tight
container.
Serving Tips
• Traditionally, they were consumed at room temperature
direct from the storage jars, but also tastes very good
when you bite hot immediately after frying.
• Another serving method is to serve gulgule by dipping in
Rice Kheer. It’s Yum!
• You may also enjoy gulgule by dipping it in Rabri
(Condensed/Reduced Sweetened Milk).
• You may add a pinch of baking soda or ¼th teaspoon of
baking powder to make them fluffier.
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beverages

with Most Foods

W

ine is made out to be a mystical
drink that is complex to
understand and match with food
but in reality it is just a food
product that acts as a condiment that goes
well with food. But one needs to understand its
nuances to match and enjoy it with food as a
condiment like mango chutney or spicy sauce.
It’s also a lifestyle, aspirational product that
people with a minimal wine knowledge and
open mind can imbibe to bring synergy with
food or enjoy on its own. One can drink wine
with equal ease, be it samosa or dosa, fish
tikka, tandoori chicken or mutton curry, pizza
or pasta, even burgers or hot dogs, dumplings
or Sushi. With a proper selection one may
enjoy it with different vegetarian dishes from
Margherita Pizza to Paranthas with egg-bhurjee
or Roti with Baingan-ka-bhartha.
Wine is an important component of gastronomy
in any cuisine, even with street foods generally.
Wine must add to the food flavour and give
synergy. If you rate a food 8/10, you should be
able to rate it at 8.5+/10 when taken with that
glass of wine you choose. Any Chef will tell you,
it can be added to many food preparations while
cooking to make the dishes more flavoursome. In
such cases, the quality of food will improve with
wine added.
By definition wine is a food product; it is
nothing but fermented grape juice through a
natural phenomenon. Grapes have sugar and
when yeast on the outer coating of the skins
(or it’s added to the juice externally) it reacts
with sugar, turning into alcohol and releasing
carbon dioxide- a simple chemical equation. On
oxidation wine turns into vinegar-in fact, this is
what happens to wine when left open in a bottle
for extended time. In common parlance, one
can then use it for cooking only. Hence, wine
cannot be left in an open bottle for long (usually
1-2 days).
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Wine
Delicious Condiment

A lifestyle product to aspire for - wine is a convivial beverage offering even
the less-initiated an opportunity to discover it as a delicious condiment with
most foods, or as a standalone, explains wine aficionado Subhash Arora

We use stemware for serving wine
to keep the glass less dirty and
messy while holding and eating
food. Touching the goblet makes
the wine temperature go up faster
Wine service at proper temperature is also
important. But what is so special or different?
One enjoys a chilled bottle of Coke – or even
pours ice in the glass to drink it cold – summer
or winter. You have tea with milk - always hot
irrespective of any kind of weather. It is exactly
the same with wine! Summer or winter, white
wine must be served chilled in the glass - usually
6 to 10°C, depending on the grape variety and the
body of wine - champagne and other sparkling
wines at 4 to 6°C to enjoy the bubbles and fullerbodied whites at 8 to 12 °C. When in doubt 6 to
8°C is better as it gets warm in the glass. For
this reason, one needs to use stemware for
serving wine; it helps keeping the glass less dirty
and messy while holding and eating food. And
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touching the goblet by warm hands makes wine
temperature go up faster.
Aromas in wine are as important as in well-cooked
food. The aromas from a freshly cooked
daal, pizza or mutton Biryani can be
mouth-watering – just like a well-made
dish cooked by your grandmother, a
good cook. We often swirl the wine
glass by holding from the stem; this
brings wine in contact with oxygen in
the air and the bouquet become more
intense with each sip. They become
an integral part of the wine you
sip. It’s one of the few beverages
that have complex aromas and
bouquets and makes wine a
different beverage from others –
think Coke, juices or Lassi which
don’t have much aroma.
Going back to service
temperature, same goes for the

red wine which needs to be at 16-18°C. Why?
Because at higher temperature, the alcohol
vapours start evaporating into the nose and it
tastes medicinal. Part of the reason is also the
presence of tannins in red wine which are tamed
by cooling the wine a little. So any myth about
serving red wine at room temperature needs
to be shattered here. If you chill a red wine like
white, you will find the flavours frozen and won’t
enjoy the taste.
Some people are overawed by wine and feel
they ought to know more and as a result run it
down as a drink or abstain from wine.
They find it too complicated,
thanks to the technical jargon
used by sommeliers and the
cognoscenti. Wine is not a
complex but a vast subject
with thousands of wines from
hundreds of grapes from
different terroirs and
regions to choose from,

One can enjoy wine along with food
without initiation. Yet, it is best
to make any judgement only after
tasting an array of wines, over a
hundred, just as a thumb rule
making the description of characteristics varied
and difficult for novices. Wine is an organic
matter (living thing like a human being) which
forms different ethers with properties resembling
flavours of fruits, flowers, vegetables etc. as it
evolves while maturing in a bottle, unlike liquor.
There is a lot of history, culture, geography,
sociology and geology that goes into a glass of
wine for maximum enjoyment but to an average
drinker, it is not important. What he tastes in the
glass and how much he enjoys it with a particular
dish is more important. Once a person starts
liking wine as a condiment with the food, he might
feel the need to learn more on his own – or not.

In the meantime, one can definitely enjoy wine as
a digestive with food without much knowledge
and form his own opinion. However, it is best to
make any judgement only after tasting multiple
numbers of wines, over a hundred, just as a
thumb rule.
There is so much confusion about what goes
best with what food. But the key principle is the
same; it must offer synergy with the food and
the taste must improve on the palate with the
combination. Different people have different
food preferences so the choice of wine they like
should always be a personal one. In another
Article, we would look at certain basic rules that
would help you in choosing wines for your palate,
depending on the food. ●

Subhash Arora
President of Indian Wine Academy,
Delhi Wine Club and Editor of delWine
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culinary news
UPCOMING EVENTS

INDIA CONFERENCES ROUND UP
The West India Culinary Association (WICA)
would host its annual event Chef’s Connect
on October 15, 2019 at Mumbai. It would be
based on the theme – Maharashtra: Reclaiming
Traditions, Building Futures. While in north India,
the Chef Association of Five Rivers (CAFR) will
hold its annual conference at Chandigarh in
November 9, 2019; Chef Summit and Awards will
be hosted by the Indian Culinary Forum (ICF) on
October 21, 2019; Gourmet Getaway will hold
interesting panel discussions by Chefs from
October 9 to 13, 2019 at Jaipur, Rajasthan.

RECENT NEWS

COP14 United Nations
Convention to Combat
Desertification
At the Rio Conventions Pavilion programme
at UNCCD COP14 hosted by the Government
of India in New Delhi from September 3-13,
2019, Chef Manjit Gill (President-IFCA and
Culinary Director-Cuisine Digest) spoke on
‘Green On My Plate: Our Food, Our Planet,
Our Choice’ during a session ‘Morning
to Think About Green Environment’ on
September 4 hosted by TERI- School of
Advanced Studies.

IFCA to host biennial ICC
The Indian Federation of Culinary Associations
(IFCA) will hold its 8th International Chefs
Conference (ICC), at Hotel Pullman, New Delhi
Aerocity from October 3 to 5, 2019. The theme of
this biennial event for national and international
Chefs is ‘Eat Right: Power a Healthy Planet.’
According to Chef Manjit Singh Gill, Chairman,
IFCA, “This event will be an ideal platform for the
nation’s enterprising and enthusiastic culinary
professionals to update themselves on the
current path breaking trends that are taking over
India, connecting with the nation’s best culinary
leaders to widen their professional horizons
through highly informative and interactive
sessions rendered by top-of-the-line speakers and
panellists from around the world.”
Every conference has been an attempt to elevate
our competitive, dynamic and innovative young
chefs to new realms. The Conference will break
new ground this year by presenting an entire
range of knowledge dispersion from seminars
to selections for International Competitions.
IFCA General Secretary Dr Chef Soundararajan
believes “This edition will be an ideal platform
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for them to equip themselves with ever changing
trends by directly connecting with global culinary
leaders to expand one’s knowledge.”
The three-day event will feature a wide spectrum
of topics; ‘How to Create a Trans-fat Free
Cooking?,’ ‘Spread of Processed Food and its
Implications for Food Security & Nutrition,’
‘Understanding Food Nutrition Labels’, ‘Effects of
Globalization on Restaurants,’ ‘Top Trends in Food
Sustainability’ and more.
To know more, visit www.ifcaindia.org

The India International Hospitality Expo – A four-day hospitality event was held from
August 7-10, 2019 at India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, drawing thousands of visitors, the highlight
for Chefs being IHE Food where Chefs Vineet Bhatia, KN Vinod, Sabyasachi Gorai, Vicky Ratnani,
Ranveer Brar and many other leading names in the culinary world were witnessed in live action by
students and food enthusiasts during masterclasses.
The 2nd edition of SIAL India Food Exhibition was hosted for three days (September 19-21,
2019) at New Delhi. It featured alcoholic & non-alcoholic beverages, processed food, bakery products,
dairy products, fruit & vegetables, organic & health products, sweets & confectionery among others.
IFCA partnered with SIAL to bring the Bocuse D’Or India edition to the country’s Chefs.
Food and Hotel India 2019 (FHIN) was organised from September 18-20, 2019 at Bombay
Convention & Exhibition Center in Mumbai, where premium products and services from around
the world showcased new ideas and solutions for the industry.
Other Chef events organised in North India include the launch of Chef’s Choice magazine in
Delhi, and the finale of Bavarchi Culinary contest by Chef Kala at Ludhiana.
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Electrolux Professional SkyLine

chef calendar

October 16 | World Food Day
World Food Day is celebrated every year around
the world on October 16 to commemorate
the founding of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations in 1945.

Celebrated each year on October 20, the
International Chefs Day has been a day to
celebrate the noble profession of Chefs.
Worldchefs believes “It is our duty to
pass on our knowledge and culinary skills
to the next generation of chefs with a sense
of pride and commitment to the future.”
Over the last few years, it has partnered
with Nestlé Professional to inform and
educate children around the world about the
importance of healthy eating by hosting funfilled workshops, and in 2019, the campaign
centres on “How Healthy Food Works.”
Make an impact in your community
by hosting a “How Healthy Food Works”
workshop. Worldchefs enables you with
toolkit for the event – from instructions
to materials to social media tips. To host
this workshop on or around October 20,
2019, Chefs can reach out to Vanessa
Marquis, Chairman, International Chefs
Day Committee at internationalchefsday@
worldchefs.org.

The smartest ally
in your kitchen
Ergonomics and usability
champions. Ensure recordbreaking savings and exceptional
cooking results. Born from over
40 years of experience in high
performance combi Ovens.

November 1 | World Vegan Day for Vegan Month
It is the first day of the ‘vegan month’ November to promote the benefits of a vegan or plant-based
diet. Chefs could explore creating a dish using vegan or vegetarian ingredients.

Electrolux SkyLine PremiumS
Ovens, the path to culinary
excellence.

Experience the Excellence
professional.electrolux.com.sg
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